Abstract-The purpose of this paper is to solve directly the second order delay differential equations (DDEs) using The extended two and extended three point implicit one-step block methods using constant step size. The formulae for the extended two and extended three point implicit one-step block methods will be derived using Lagrange interpolation polynomial. The stability polynomials for the methods are obtained and their regions of absolute stability are discussed. The efficiency of the proposed method is supported by some numerical results.
INTRODUCTION
In his paper, the general second order ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the form ( ) ( ), In this research, we focus on RDE of single delay. We consider the form of initial-value problem for second order DDEs as follows, [7] and Nadzirah et al. [8] .
Bellen and Zennaro [2] presented the solution of DDEs using implicit Runge-Kutta methods. Paul and Baker [3] developed explicit Runge-Kutta method for the numerical solution of singular DDEs. In 2004, Evans and Raslan [5] solved DDEs problems using Adomian decomposition method. Many methods have been proposed for the numerical to approximate the delay term. For instance, Oberle and Pesch [4] approximated the delay term by an appropriate Hermite interpolation whereas Radzi et al. [7] approximated the delay
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terms using Neville's interpolation. Ishak et al. [6] purposed to solve systems of first order DDEs using two point predictorcorrector method. Later in 2013, Nadzirah et al. [8] presented to solve second order DDEs directly using one-step block methods.
II. FORMULATION OF THE METHOD
The idea in this paper is to develop extended two and extended three point implicit one-step block methods for solving Equation (1.2) using constant step size. First, the formulae that are derived from Lagrange interpolation are discussed. In Figure 1 , the solution at the point n t is used to start the k -th block, while the solution at the point 2 + n t is used to start the ( ) 
The extended three point implicit one-step block method is obtained by applying the same derivation approach used to obtain the extended two point implicit one-step block method. The formulae of the extended three point implicit one-step block method as follows, The idea to determine the order and error constant of the one-step block methods is adopted from Fantula [9] . The formula of the extended two point implicit one-step block methods can be rewritten as follows, 
III. STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, the P-stability and Q-stability analysis of the extended two and extended three point implicit one-step block methods are discussed. The common test equations are ( ) ( ) ( )
where the parameters ∈ μ λ, ℝ. The definitions suggested by Al-Mutib [1] are used in order to obtain the regions of Pstability and Q-stability and the region is plotted using MATHEMATICA.
P-Stability Analysis
The formulae of the extended two point implicit one-step block method may be written in the matrix form as for both cases, the regions of P-stability for the extended two and extended three point implicit one-step block methods are shown in Figure 2 and 3 respectively. The P-stability regions for extended two and extended three point implicit one-step block method lie inside the shaded area.
Q-Stability Analysis
The regions of Q-stability are sketched in the complex 2 Hplane and the polynomial for the extended two and extended three point implicit one-step block method, From the figures, it is observed that the Q-stability regions lie inside the dotted points given in Figure 4 and Figure 5 . The region of Q-stability of the extended three point implicit onestep block method is smaller compared to the extended two point implicit one-step block method.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The Table I-Table III below show the numerical results for Problem 1-Problem 3 which is tested numerically using extended two and extended three point implicit one-step block method derived from the previous section. The test problems are as follows,
The following abbreviations are used in Table I, Table II and  Table III:  h Step size used MTD Method employed MAXE Maximum error TIME( μ s)
The execution time taken in microseconds ( μ s) TS Total steps taken FUNC. EVA.
Total function evaluations E2PBDDE Implementation of the extended two point implicit one-step block method for solving second order DDE directly E3PBDDE Implementation of the extended three point implicit one-step block method for solving second order DDE directly
The programs for all the implicit one-step block methods were written in C language.Timing is done with MPI_Wtime function using the Sunfire 1280 High Performance Computer (HPC) which installed at Institute for Mathematical Research (INSPEM), Universiti Putra Malaysia. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The numerical results in Table I-Table III clearly indicate that E3PBDDE perform better than E2PBDDE in terms of total number of function evaluations. E3PBDDE is efficient in terms of total number of function evaluations especially for finer step size in all problems. The total number of steps taken by E3PBDDE is smaller compared to E2PBDDE in all test problems.
It is apparent that the maximum error of E3PBDDE is comparable or better than E2PBDDE. On the other hand, the execution time of E3PBDDE is noted to be faster than E2PBDDE method. The E2PBDDE requires more time to generate the solution.
The results from Table I-Table III demonstrate the advantage of using E3PBDDE over E2PBDDE in terms of the maximum error, total steps taken, function evaluations and execution time.
